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Abstract- In this paper we present the design and implementation aspects in Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) 
of CCD Clock Generator (CCG). A Charge Coupled Device (CCD) is used as imaging sensor in various applications. The 
CCD requires sequence of clocks to acquire image. The designed CCG creates sequence of clocks to acquire video data from 
CCD in terms of analog voltage. The analog video signal is digitalized with the help of Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) 
on each sequence of pixel clocks synchronously. The CCG is designed to collect images up to 1k x 1k pixels (expandable). 
The designed CCG provides feature to operate the CCD in various modes like vertical charge transfer mode, horizontal 
charge transfer mode, binning mode, and flush mode. CCG is programmable and has shared Video RAM, Interface for 
Central Processing Unit (CPU), interface for Video ADC and inbuilt 1553 protocol controller. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In general, the CPU operates in sequential manner. 
The design and implementation of CCD driver based 
on CPU requires handling of more number of Input 
Output (IO) ports and processing.The CPU has to 
generate different phased of clocks for CCD and also 
satisfy the computational requirements. This 
sequential operation can miss timing requirements 
due to additional overload in processing handled by 
CPU. Hence, the CCD drive and data acquisition 
related operations are offloaded to the CCG. Now the 
CPU is free from additional overload and relieved 
only for doing computations for image 
processing.This has multiplied the speed of CCD data 
acquisition and throughput. 

In a CCD, the vertical and horizontal charge 
transfers are performed by dynamically shifting the 
bias of the CCD. CCDs provide vertical and 
horizontal charge transfer clock inputs for this 
purpose. The clocks are to be driven in a phased and 
sequential manner, as defined by the CCD 
manufacturer. Hence typically many such clock input 
signals are to be provided to the CCD which are 
required to be critically matched.  

I. CRITICALITIES INVOLVED 
Operating modes of a CCD can be categorized mainly 
in four types of operations. Flush mode is used to 
clear the pervious charges from the CCD before 
taking a new snap. The CCD clocks are driven at 
higherrate and there is no ADC sampling during this 
mode of operation. The readout mode is performed at 
a slower rate where each pixel charge is sampled, 
digitized and stored in a memory. The readout can be 
in bin mode also, where charges of more than one 
pixels are combined within the CCD and then read 
out.This is required either toincrease the signal in 
lower illumination condition or to read the complete 
CCD at a faster frame rate by sacrificing pixel  

 
resolutionor to reduce the image data in the memory 
for faster processing. The CCG is made 
programmable to support all the above operating 
modes. 

Dependingupon the mode operation, the CCG is 
programmed to generate different phases of clocks 
and timing by suitable instructions.The CCG uses 
sharedmemory architecture for getting instructions 
from the CPU and storing the acquired image data for 
CPU. The CPU loads the necessary instructions and 
initiates the CCG to process. The following Fig -1 
shows block diagram of CCG design. 

 

 
Fig-1 Block Diagram of CCD Clock Generator 

 
II. DESIGN OF CCD CLOCK GENERATOR 

In this design the CCG is created to support all the 
modes of operations of the CCD mentioned above. It 
is designed as a peripheral to the CPU. Thus CPU 
only initiates the operations in various modes and the 
rest operation for CCD clock drive and data 
acquisition are performed by the CCD clock 
generator. This architecture not only relieves the CPU 
from performing high speed signaling of multiple 
I/Os but provides flexibility to operate the CCD in 
various modes also.  
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The CCD clock generator is a programmable 
sequence generator. Hence it is designed using state 
machines. Efforts are made to optimize the state 
machines in such a way that all the modes of 
operations for the CCD drive are supported with 
minimum states and transitions. The State machine is 
shown in Fig-2. Remaining blocks of the design 
related to data acquisition, memory interface and 
CPU interface are not described here, but they are 
shown in the system block diagram above in Fig-1. 
The design is coded in VHDL and verified all the 
functionality first in an FPGA. After successful 
validation, the design is taken up for implementing 
into an ASIC. 

 

 
Fig-2 Finite State machine 

 
III. ASIC DESIGN OF CCD CLOCK GENERATOR 
As compared to FPGA which has limited number 

of logics, the ASIC supports integration of larger 
number of logic gates (higher in density). ASICs are 
designed to fit a certain application. ASIC 
implementation supports digital or mixed-signal 
circuit in the design. The ASIC design saves cost, 
fabrication time for mass production of the system. 

There are two methods of design flowin ASIC: 
frontend and backend design flow.The front end 
design involves inclusion of technology library files, 
design compilation, elaboration, creation of design 
constraints, synthesize, Design For Test (DFT) 
insertion and Logic Equivalence Checking (LEC).  

The backend physical layout design involves floor 
planning of blocks, power planning, placement, 
layout routing and timing verifications.The ASIC 
design of CCG has been carried out with the help 
Cadence tools. The ASIC design aspects are 
described in the following sections. 

IV. ASIC FRONTEND DESIGN 
A. Compile and simulation of design 

The VHDL design files and test bench modules 
are compiled, elaborated,simulated for timing 
verification[2]. The simulation waveforms of pre-
synthesize are as shown in fig-3. 

B. Creating design constraintsfor Synthesis 
Clocks are used to provide timing and 

synchronization information for digital design. The 
design constraints are specified for optimizing 
synthesize tool to meet timing requirements. The 
constraints[4] are identified in this design are master 
clock signal and global reset signal which are 
propagated all the parts of the design. These signals 
require larger fan-out and should have lowest skew in 
timing. 

 

 
Fig-3 Simulation Results 

 
The derived clock used in clock driver section is 

also included in constraint list.All the design 
constraints arespecified with the help of RTL 
Compiler before synthesize the design. 
C. Synthesis of Design 

Synthesis[3]process maps the HDL design with 
standard cells specified in technology driven library 
files. This library file has timing, power and area 
related information. The equivalent physical library 
file has information about size, internal delays of 
cells and input output signals of standard cells. The 
physical library files areLibrary Exchange Format 
(LEF), Quantus RC (QRC) file or Capacitance table 
are required for backend ASIC design. These library 
files are provided by the chip manufacturer. In order 
to reduce the effort in backend design, the physical 
libraryfiles[5] are used as a part of synthesize process. 
This method is used for generating floor planning 
information as Design Exchange Format (DEF) file 
required for backend design. 

Based on SDC constraints, the RTL compiler 
generated optimized hardware in the form of gate 
level netlist based on standard cells to meet design 
constraint requirements.  
D. Generation of report files and backend import 

files  
After synthesize with technology library, the report 

files are generated for the mapped gate level netlist. 
The fig- shows report of power and area for the 
synthesized design. 
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Fig-4 Synthesize Report from RTL Compiler 

 
Further, the synthesized reports based on PLE are 

generated to simplify the burden of design import to 
physical layout design. 
E. Insertion of Design For Test (DFT) 

The DFT adds additional hardware for the design 
which includes testability features to the verified 
design. The added hardware validates the product 
hardware from manufacturing defects.  

In this design the simple method of scan chain 
DFT with Full scan mode has been designed. The 
scan chain test patterns are used to access the internal 
nodes of the chip by shifting. The synthesize steps are 
repeated to include DFT along with design. 
Theadditional hardware pins as the result of DFT 
insertions are Scan In (SI), Scan Out (SO) and Scan 
Enable (SE). 

Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) are 
generated with test vectors in Verilog form for scan 
test and logic test mode in order to verify fault and 
global coverage of the design. The ATPG engine 
used for generating test patterns to test the structural 
integrity of the design. 

Logic Equivalence Check (LEC) tests the 
functional equality of design before and after 
insertion of DFT. During LEC, the SE pin has been 
disabled to isolate DFT scan chainwhich is same as 
the design before inserting DFT. 

V. ASIC BACKEND DESIGN 
During frontend design, the reports and timings 

are analyzed and verified before importing the design 
to layout. The following are the major steps involved 
during backend ASIC design. 
A. Floor plan and power plan 

Floor planning [7] a chip or block is an important 
task of physical design in which the location, size, 
and shape of soft modules and the placement of hard 
macros are decided.  

During floor planning process specified the core 
area, percentage of core utilization and spacing for 
input and output ports. The floor plan shows available 
modules as per gate level netlist. 

 

 
Fig-5 Floor planning and power planning 

 
Power and ground rings are added with vertical 

and horizontal metal layers placed around the core. 
The main aim of the power planning[7]is to provide 
equal amount of supply to all standard cells without 
any supply loss. The change in supply may adversely 
affect threshold voltage of standard cells, setup or 
hold timing violations of the design. 

In order to provide equal amount of power to the 
entire design, the power strips arecreated vertically 
and horizontally,as mesh inside the core. For ease of 
signal routing,top layer has been selected for power 
and ground nets. The layer near to substrate called 
metal layer 1. 

 

 
Fig-6 Analysing floor plan  

 
B. Timing analysis  
 Timing analysis[7]is carried out to check setup or 
hold timing violations. The timing analysis of design 
requires timing library files for slow, fast and Signal 
Integrity (SI) files. The set of library files are created 
for min and maximum timing analysis. The design 
constraints created during synthesize process also 
included for layout timing analysis. The timing 
analysis is carried out in three different phases of 
ASIC layout design: Pre Clock Tree Synthesize 
(CTS) post CTS and post route.  
 The additional delays are introduced by metal 
layers and coupling capacitances analyzed after post 
routing. Capacitance table library file has been 
included for post route analysis.  
C. Placing CTS 

Clock tree or clock buffer has higher driving 
capability and are usually placed in design based on 
larger fan-out requirements. The clock buffer 
uniformly distributes the clock signals with lowest 
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skew in timing. The clock tree buffers are identified 
from the standard cells. The identified cells areplaced 
inside the core.  

 

 
Fig-7 Placement for Clock Tree standard cells 

 
D. Layout Routing  

Layout routing[8]is classified as global and 
detailed routing. The global routing generates 
estimated delays according to statics by observing 
previous manufactured chips. The detailed routing 
generates actual wire delays that can be obtained by 
several timing optimizations. 

 

 
Fig-8Routing of layout 

 
E. Post route timing analysis 

The post route timing has been extracted for 
analysis. The values of Worst Negative Slack (WNS) 
and Total Negative Slack (TNS) are positive. 

 

 
Fig-9 Post route timing analysis report 

F. Post route verification 
The following verifications are carried out after 

post routing: Verification on Geometry, Design Rule 
Checks (DRC), connectivity, Bus guide, Metal 
Density, Cut density, metal via and process antenna. 
All the verifications are passed with zero violations. 

TABLE I.  POST ROUTE VERIFICATIONS 
Verification on Violations 

Bus Guide Zero 
Connectivity Zero 
Cut density Zero 
DRC Zero 
Geometry Zero 
Metal Density Zero 
Metal via Zero 
Process antenna Zero 
Max fan-out, Max trans Zero 

G. Generation of files for post layout verification 
After completion of post route verification, the 

following files are generated: Extracted netlist from 
final layout, Standard Delay File (SDF) of the design, 
floor planning file LEF, IO pads[9] and locations and 
Graphics Database System (GDS) file.  
 

VI. SUMMARY OF TOOLS USED 
 

The following tool sets from Cadence are used for 
completing this project. 

TABLE II.  TOOLS USED 
Cadence Tool name Used for 

NCLAUNCH Pre-synthesis 
NCSIM Simulation 
RTL Compiler Synthesize 
Encounter Test DFT 

LEC Logic 
Equivalence 

Encounter Digital 
Implementations ASIC Layout 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The CCG design in ASIC design has been 

completed with Taiwan Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Technology (TSMC) 45nm 
technology library. The die size is 1.44mm² and 6 
metal layers are used.The timing in PreCTS, PostCTS 
and Post-Route analysis are verified successfully.  
Post layout verification has been carriedout for 
geometry, Design Rule Checks (DRC), connectivity, 
Metal density, cut density, process antenna and bus 
guide.The GDS is a binary file format representing 
planar geometric shapes, text labels, and other 
information about the layout in hierarchical form. The 
GDS format is de facto standard supported format by 
nearly all EDA software.The GDS file has been 
generated which can be supplied to chip 
manufacturer.Thus the design of the CCD Clock 
Generator is implemented in an ASIC successfully 
which compiles to all the requirements. 
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